ABSTRACT This paper presents a scalable estimation theoretic framework to address the time-sensitive truth discovery problem with accuracy assessment in social sensing applications. Social sensing has emerged as a new application paradigm that provides us with an unprecedented opportunity to collect observations about the physical world from humans or devices on their behalf. A fundamental challenge in social sensing applications lies in ascertaining the correctness of claims and the reliability of data sources without knowing either of them a priori, which is referred to as truth discovery. While significant progress has been made to solve the truth discovery problem, there exists three important limitations: 1) The information of users and claims in time dimension has not been fully exploited in the truth discovery solutions; 2) An analytical framework to rigorously assess the accuracy of the truth discovery results is lacking; and 3) Many current truth discovery schemes perform sequential operations, which are not scalable to large-scale social sensing events. To address the above limitations, we propose a scalable time-sensitive truth discovery (TS-TD) scheme that explicitly incorporates the source responsiveness and the claim lifespan into an estimation theoretical framework. Furthermore, we develop new confidence bounds to rigorously assess the accuracy of the truth discovery results. We also implement a parallel TS-TD algorithm on a graphic processing unit platform with thousands of cores to improve the computational efficiency. Finally, we evaluate the TS-TD scheme through three real-world case studies using Twitter data feeds and a simulation study. The evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a scalable estimation theoretic approach to address the time-sensitive truth discovery problem with accuracy assessment in social sensing applications. With the ubiquitous adoption of smartphones and online social media, social sensing has become a new application paradigm that provides us with an unprecedented opportunity to collect observations (often called claims) about the physical world from humans or devices on their behalf [1] . For example, common citizens can report their observations through social media (e.g., Twitter and Facebook) to document the damage in the aftermath of a natural disaster [28] . Alternatively, drivers can use their smartphones to report the traffic status to provide real-time information for intelligent transportation systems (e.g., Waze) [7] . As people might report claims erroneously due to various reasons (e.g., carelessness, misunderstanding, etc.), a key challenge in social sensing applications is truth discovery which aims to estimate the correctness of claims and the reliability of sources without knowing both of them beforehand.
Previous works in information fusion [13] , data mining [34] , [37] , machine leanring [23] , and networked sensing [31] , [32] have made significant advances to solve the truth discovery problem in social sensing. However, three important challenges have not been well addressed by the state-of-the-art solutions. First, two pieces of time-sensitive information on both sources and claims (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) were largely missing in the state-of-the-art algorithms. Ignorance of such time-sensitive information can easily lead to sub-optimal solutions to the truth discovery problem. The reasons are mainly two-folds: (i) since sources may report claims of the same event with different degrees of responsiveness, a source who provides fast and original claims should be treated differently from a source who generates delayed and repeated claims. (ii) The reported events may last for different amount of time and claims associated with these events may have different lifespans. A claim with a longer lifespan accumulates more observations and is often considered to be more credible than a claim with a shorter lifespan in current literature [24] , [32] . However, this is not always true. For example, a local emergency report lasting for a few hours can be more credible than a popular rumor lasting for a few days. As we observe in our experiments, if we totally ignored differences in claim lifespan, correct claims with short lifespans were easily mis-classified as false negatives in the truth discovery results. Table 1 and 2 also show some interesting statistics of randomly sampled tweets in the aftermath of the Boston Marathon Bombing event in 2013. In Table 1 , we can observe that reliable sources (i.e., the sources who make more true claims than false ones) are more likely to report a claim with high degree of responsiveness compared to unreliable sources. In Table 2 , we can observe that true claims are more likely to have short lifespans compared to false claims. Such observations motivate us to explicitly consider these two important features (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) in solving the truth discovery problem in social sensing. Second, there lacks an analytical framework to rigorously assess the accuracy of the truth discovery results [8] . Such accuracy assessment is critical in many social sensing applications where the errors on the truth discovery results have significant consequences. For example, a response to the claim saying that a building was on fire largely depends on the estimation confidence on the reliability of the source who generates the claim as well as the correctness of the claim. Finally, another common drawback of the current truth discovery techniques is that most of them are designed as sequential algorithms which are not scalable to large-scale social sensing events in real-world applications due to the centralized nature of their algorithms.
There exists a few technical challenges to address the above limitations. First, it is difficult to obtain prior knowledge on sources' reliability and claims' correctness due to the open data collection paradigm of social sensing applications. The massive claims are often noisy because they are reported from a large crowd of unvetted and potentially unreliable sources [29] . Second, it is challenging to model the source responsiveness and claim lifespan, which are closely related with the unknown source reliability and claim correctness, and further incorporate them into a holistic truth discovery framework. Third, there is no intuitive solution to rigorously assess the accuracy of the truth discovery solutions without knowing the ground truth information. Finally, it is not a trivial task to develop a scalable truth discovery scheme on a parallel platform, which can improve the algorithm efficiency without degrading the truth discovery accuracy.
To address the above challenges, this paper proposes a scalable Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery (TS-TD) scheme in social sensing. The TS-TD scheme explicitly incorporates the source responsiveness and the claim lifespan into a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) framework. We develop new confidence bounds to rigorously quantify the accuracy of the truth discovery results. The confidence bounds are computed based on the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimation and the Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLB) of the estimation results. The newly derived confidence bounds are important because they allow social sensing applications to accurately assess the quality of the estimation results to a given confidence level. We further design a parallel TS-TD scheme on the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) platform which consists of thousands of cores. Finally, we evaluate our TS-TD scheme through three real world case studies using Twitter data feeds and a simulation study. Evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of TS-TD scheme compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• This work addresses three important challenges in truth discovery problem in social sensing: time-sensitive information exploration, accuracy assessment of estimation results and algorithm scalability.
• We propose the TS-TD scheme which explicitly explores the time-sensitive information (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) and incorporates them into an analytical estimation framework to improve the truth discovery accuracy in social sensing.
• We derive new confidence bounds of the TS-TD solution that can accurately assess the quality of the truth discovery results. This is of great value to many social sensing applications where errors have significant consequences (e.g., disaster and emergency response, mission critical applications, etc.).
• We develop a parallel framework of our proposed TS-TD scheme on the GPU platform to address the scalability challenge.
• We evaluate the performance of the TS-TD scheme and compare it with the representative truth discovery methods in the literature through three real-world case studies and a simulation study. The evaluation results demonstrate the significant performance gains achieved by our scheme.
A preliminary version of this work has been published in [10] . This work significantly extends our previous work and makes new contributions in the following aspects. First, we rigorously quantify the accuracy of the truth discovery results by computing the Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLB) of the estimations (Section V). Second, we develop a scalable framework of our proposed scheme on a parallel platform (i.e., GPU), which is more suitable for large-scale social sensing applications (Section VI). Third, we perform a set of experiments on two new datasets (Boston Bombing and Hurricane Sandy) and further evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of our scheme in more real world scenarios (Section VII). Finally, we extend our related work with a more focused discussion on data quality (Section II).
II. RELATED WORK
Social sensing has become an important application paradigm to collect measurements about the physical environment from human sources [1] . Early examples of social sensing applications include CenWits [11] , BikeNet [5] and Sensor Andrew [26] . Recent research works address various problems in social sensing such as privacy preserving [12] , incentives design [36] and task assignment [27] . As the rise of big data, the data reliability issue has become a critical challenge in social sensing where the data are collected from unvetted human sources whose ''reliability'' is unknown beforehand. In this paper, we develop a unified truth discovery approach to address the data reliability challenge in social sensing applications.
A rich set of techinques have been developed in data mining and machine learning literature to study the problem of fact-finding by analyzing both the reliability of source and truthfulness of claim. A basic fact-finding model Hubs and Authorities has been proposed to calculate the scores of sources and claims they asserted by assuming the linear relationships between them [14] . Yin and Tan [34] designed a transitive voting based fact-finding algorithm TruthFinder to identify the trustworthy information. More fact-finding methods enhanced these basic frameworks by exploring the dependency of claims and sources [4] , [9] . Inspired by the above work, this work develops a new analytical framework to explicitly incorporate the time-sensitive information (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) into a truth discovery solution.
There exists a good amount of work on the topic of dynamic data integration and information fusion. For example, Dong et al. [4] proposed a Hidden Markov Model to decide copying relationship between sources and developed a Bayesian model to detect the evolution of the true value of objects over time. Pal et al. [21] proposed a Gibbs Sampling-based algorithm to infer correct values of objects using the their ground-truth values from historical data. Zhang et al. [35] developed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based method to address the evolving truth problem. A streaming algorithm has been proposed to find the truths in one pass of the data [37] . Different from the above works that focus on the dynamic sensing scenario, this work explicitly incorporates two important temporal dimensions (i.e., both the source responsiveness and the claim lifespan) into the truth discovery solution. Moreover, none of the above techniques address the challenges of estimation accuracy assessment and scalability in social sensing. Instead, we develop new confidence bounds to rigorously assess the accuracy of the truth discovery results. We further address the scalability challenge by exploiting the GPU framework to develop a parallel truth discovery scheme.
Finally, our work is related to the techniques on the data quality assessment. The development of information technologies has resulted in large volume of data being published on the web. However, the published data is noisy and reveals a large variation in data quality [18] . A good amount of solutions have been proposed to identify the quality of data on the web. For example, Lee et al. [16] proposed a method to assess data quality in terms of several data quality criteria (e.g., dependability and usefulness). Li et al. [17] presented a supervised learning method along with features effect analysis to investigate the review spam identification task. Additionally, an aggregated behavior scoring method has been proposed in [19] to detect review spammers in terms of the degree of reviewers' spamming behaviors. The above schemes are supervised learning based methods. However, in social sensing, we normally do not have prior knowledge or sufficient training data to fine-tune our estimation models. Instead, this paper presents an unsupervised scheme to jointly assess the quality of sources and claims in social sensing applications.
III. TIME-SENSITIVE TRUTH DISCOVERY PROBLEM IN SOCIAL SENSING
In this section, we formally define the time-sensitive truth discovery in social sensing. In particular, let us consider a social sensing application where N claims (i.e., C 1 , C 2 , ..., C N ) are reported by M sources (i.e., S 1 , S 2 , ..., S M ). We define the set of sources as S and the set of claims as C. We refer to an individual source as S i ∈ S and an individual claim as C j ∈ C, where i and j are the source and claim identifiers, respectively. In this work, we focus on binary claims since the states of the physical world in many social sensing applications can be represented by a set of statements that are either true or false. In general, any statement about the physical environment, such as ''A car accident happened on Main street'', ''Heavy gunfire broke out in Union Square'' and ''The building X is on fire'' can be regarded as a binary claim: the claim is considered as true if the corresponding statement is correct. Otherwise, the claim is considered as false. In particular, we set the value of C j to 1 if claim C j is true and C j = 0 otherwise. We further define a Sensing Matrix SC M ×N to represent which source reports which claim. Specifically, we set the element S i C j = 1 if source S i reports claim C j . Otherwise, we set S i C j = 0.
To formulate the time sensitive truth discovery problem in social sensing, we need to explicitly consider two types of time related information. First, different sources may make claims of the same underlying event with different degrees of responsiveness. For example, in a fire disaster, some people may report their observations immediately if they were at the scene of the event while others might make similar claims hours later when they hear the news from the media. To capture the source responsiveness information, we define a Responsiveness Matrix R, where the element r ij represents the degree of responsiveness of S i when it reports claim C j . Particularly, r ij is a discrete variable that has K different values representing K possible degrees of source responsiveness. Second, different claims may have different lifespans. For example, a claim reporting the impact of an earthquake may last for a few days or even weeks while a claim reporting the gas availability in a station may only last for a few hours. To capture the lifespan information, we define a Lifespan Vector W . The element w j in W represents the lifespan of claim C j . Particularly, w j is a discrete variable with L different values representing L categories of claim lifespan (e.g., short, medium, long).
We further define the key terms that are needed in the problem formulation. We use t i to represent the reliability of source S i . It is defined as the likelihood that source S i reports a claim to be true given this claim is correct. The definition of t i can be formally expressed as:
Considering a source S i might report claims with different responsiveness degrees and the reported claims might have different lifespans, we define t k,l i to represent the reliability of S i when he/she reports a claim with a responsiveness degree of k and the reported claim has a lifespan of l, where
Hence,
where s k,l i is the probability that S i reports C j with a responsiveness degree of k and C j has a lifespan of l. Formally, s
We denote the probability that S i reports a claim as
We further define the probability that source S i reports a true claim C j (of lifespan l) with a responsiveness degree of k as T k,l i . Similarly, we define the probability that source S i reports a false claim C j (of lifespan l) with a responsiveness degree of k as 
Based on Bayes' theorem, the relationship between
i are given as follows:
where d l represents the prior probability that a randomly selected claim with a lifespan of l is true (i.e., d l = p(C j = 1, w j = l)). Table 3 summarizes the introduced notations.
Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery Problem: Given a Sensing Matrix SC, a Responsiveness Matrix R and a Lifespan Vector W , our objective is to jointly estimate claims' correctness and sources' reliability. Formally, our problem is defined as follows:
IV. TS-TD: TIME-SENSITIVE TRUTH DISCOVERY APPROACH
In this section, we present the Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery (TS-TD) scheme to solve the truth discovery problem formulated in the previous section.
A. BACKGROUND AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this work, we formulate our time-sensitive truth discovery problem as a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) problem and utilize Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to solve it. EM algorithm is a commonly used optimization algorithm to solve the MLE problem with unknown hidden variables [3] . In particular, the EM algorithm consists of two key steps: the expectation step (E-Step) and maximization step (M-step). In the E-step, the expectation of the log likelihood function is calculated by using the current estimated model parameters. In the M-step, the new solutions of model parameters are derived to maximize the Q function in the E-step. These two key steps of EM algorithm are formally expressed as follows:
M-step: θ
where θ represents the model estimation parameters and L(θ ; X , Z ) represents the defined likelihood function. The observed data is denoted by X and the set of hidden variables are represented by Z . We developed a time-sensitive EM scheme to solve the problem. In particular, the Sensing Matrix SC, the Responsiveness Matrix R and the Lifespan Vector W are taken as the the observed data X . We define the estimation parameters in our problem as θ = (T
i and d l are formally given in Equation (4) and Equation (5) . Additionally, we define the correctness (i.e., true or false) of a claim as the hidden variable: i.e., z l j for claim C j (whose lifespan category is l) such that z l j = 1 if C j is true and z l j = 0 if C j is false. We further define a set of binary variables r k ij to capture the time information. Particularly, we set r k ij = 1 if r ij = k in Responsiveness Matrix R and r k ij = 0 otherwise. Similarly, we define another set of binary indication variables w l j such that w l j = 1 if w j = l in Lifespan Vector W and w l j = 0 otherwise. Based on the above definitions, we derive the likelihood function of our time-sensitive truth discovery problem as follows:
where S i C j = 1 when source S i reports claim C j and S i C j = 0 otherwise. Here, the ''&&'' indicates the ''AND'' logic operator between binary variables.
B. DERIVING THE SOLUTION
In this subsection, we derive the E step and M step of the proposed TS-TD scheme. In particular, based on the above mathematical formulation, we derive the E-step as follows:
In the M-step, to get the solutions of θ * that maximizes the Q function in Equation (10), we set partial derivatives of Q(θ |θ (n) ) with respect to θ to 0. Specifically, we can get the parameter estimates from 
where Z (n, j, l) = p(z l j = 1|X l j , θ (n) ) and C l indicates the set of claims with lifespan l. SW k,l i is defined as the claim set (with lifespan l) which are reported by source S i with the responsiveness degree of k.
C. THE TIME-SENSITIVE TRUTH DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
The TS-TD scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1. In particular, the input of the TS-TD scheme is the Responsiveness Matrix R, Lifespan Vector W and Sensing Matrix SC from the observed sensing data. The output is the derivations of the estimation parameters and hidden variables (under a rigorous VOLUME 5, 2017 MLE framework) which can be used to compute the estimates of both claims' correctness and sources' reliability.
Algorithm 1 Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery (TS-TD) Algorithm
θ (n+1) = θ (n) 8:
end for 27: end for 28: Return the MLE on correctness of claim C j and source reliability t i * .
V. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF TIME-SENSITIVE TRUTH DISCOVERY SCHEME
In this section, we present the accuracy assessment scheme to rigorously quantify the truth discovery results derived from the previous section. Specifically, we first quantify the variance of estimations by deriving Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the TS-TD scheme. We further compute the confidence intervals on the estimation results using the asymptotic normality property of MLE [6] .
A. COMPUTING CRAMER RAO LOWER BOUNDS
In this subsection, we present the derivation of asymptotic CRLBs of TS-TD. For notation convenience, we use X i,j to represent the element S i C j in Sensing Matrix SC. Based on the definition in Section IV, we can re-write the log-likelihood function of the time-sensitive truth discovery problem as follows:
The CRLB is defined to be the inverse of the Fisher information. It is formally given as:
where the Fisher information is denoted by J . In information theory, the Fisher information measures the uncertainty (i.e., variance) of the estimation parameters given the observed data [22] . Based on the log-likelihood function, we compute the Fisher Information Matrix. According to Section IV, the optimal solution ofθ MLE is given by:
where N is equal to |C|, which indicates the number of claims and SW k,l i denotes the set of claims (with lifespan l) reported by source S i with the responsiveness degree of k.
We plug the log-likelihood function into the definition of Fisher information [25] . Then, we calculate the representative element of Fisher Information Matrix from all claims in C as follows:
We plug the log-likelihood function and maximum likelihood estimates in Equation (14) into Equation (15) . Then, we can derive the asymptotic CRLB (i.e., the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix) as follows:
B. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL DERIVATION
In this subsection, we derive the confidence interval of source reliability based on the CRLB obtained in the previous subsection. The asymptotic normality property of MLE indicates that the error of MLE estimator has an asymptotical Guassian distribution with a large sample size [2] .
whereθ MLE and θ 0 are the MLE and ground truth value of parameter θ respectively, J is the Fisher information Matrix which is defined in Equation (13 Based on Equation (3), we can compute the the variance of estimation error on source reliability t i as follows:
Finally, we can asses the estimation accuracy of the MLE on estimation parameters T i , F i and source reliability t i by calculating the confidence intervals on their estimations. Formally, the confidence intervals of T i , F i and t i are given as:
where c p represents the standard score of confidence level p. For example, c p = 1.65 for 90% confidence level.
VI. SCALABLE TIME-SENSITIVE TRUTH DISCOVERY (TS-TD) SCHEME
In this section, we present a parallel implementation of the TS-TD scheme on a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) based on the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming framework [20] to address the scalability challenge.
In the era of big data, GPU has emerged as a new computing platform for many computational intensive applications and CUDA is a parallel programming framework invented by NVIDIA. In CUDA, a kernel is defined as a grid of threads and a thread is the smallest unit in the parallelization. In the parallelization process, each node (called a thread node) will take care of a part of the entire computation task and users need to specify a set of kernels to parallelize the task. There exist several technical challenges in the parallel implementation of TS-TD scheme: (i) given the limited memory of Graphics Card, we should design efficient strategies to deal with large-scale datasets on GPU; (ii) we should design a mechanism to distribute the computation task of various estimation parameters and hidden variables of TS-TD scheme to different threads in an efficient way. To address the above challenges, we design the parallel TS-TD scheme based on the estimation model developed in this work and optimize our implementation using the following techniques: (i) given the fact that accessing global memory will costs more time than local memory in GPU platform, we use local variables in each thread to represent various parameters in the computation task. (ii) To save threads waiting time during the branch execution, we use direct index in corresponding arrays to replace the original conditional branch in the TS-TD scheme.
The main idea of parallel TS-TD is illustrated in Figure 1 . Two key steps are designed to implement the parallel TS-TD: (1) we set up two different kernels, one for the E-step and the other for the M-step. (2) We allocate the computation tasks of E and M steps to different thread nodes. The time complexity of TS-TD algorithm is O(H × η) where H represents the number of elements are equal to 1 in SC matrix and η represents the total number of iterations. The independence of hidden variables and estimation parameters make the division of computational tasks and parallelization possible. We leverage the distributed computation capacity of GPU platform to improve the computational efficiency. We summarize the parallel TS-TD scheme in Algorithm 2. 
CUDA Kernel of E-Step:
for Each C j ∈ C do 7:
computation of j → one thread 8:
compute Pr(z l j = 1|X l j , θ (n) ) 9:
end for 10:
CUDA Kernel of M-Step: 11:
for Each S i ∈ S do 12:
computation of i → one thread 13:
end for 15: until θ (n) and θ (n−1) converge 16: The decision process is the same as the TS-TD in Algorithm 1.
It is worthwhile to highlight the technical contributions of this paper as follows: (i) we formulated the time-sensitive truth discovery problem in a way that is amenable to rigorous analysis and quantification (Section III). (ii) We solved a multi-dimensional truth discovery problem where we explicitly model the source reliability in different responsiveness degrees and different levels of claim lifespan (Section IV). (iii) We derived new confidence bounds to accurately quantify the estimation accuracy of the proposed time-sensitive truth discovery solution (Section V). (iv) We developed a parallel implementation framework of the TS-TD scheme on the GPU platform to address the scalability challenge (Section VI).
VII. EVALUATION
We perform a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery (TS-TD) scheme through three real world case studies and a simulation study. The experimental results show non-trivial performance gains in both effectiveness and efficiency of our TS-TD scheme.
A. REAL-WORLD CASE STUDIES
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of TS-TD scheme through three real-world data traces collected from Twitter. Twitter has emerged as an open data-sharing platform where a large amount of observations are contributed voluntarily by human sensors to report the events that happened in the physical environment. On Twitter, the massive observations from unvetted data sources with rich time information (e.g., each tweet has its own timestamp) [1] provides us a good opportunity to investigate the performance of TS-TD scheme in real-world social sensing scenarios. In the evaluation, we evaluate the performance of TS-TD scheme in comparison to five representative baselines from current literature. In particular, the first baseline is Sums, which estimates the source reliability and claim correctness by assuming linear relationship between them [14] . The second baseline is TruthFinder, which estimates the claim's correctness using a heuristic based pesudo-probabilistic model [33] . The third baseline is Average_Log, which infers the claim' correctness by considering the number of claims the source reports and his/her reliability [24] . The fourth baseline is Voting, which assumes that a claim's correctness is reflected by the number of times it is reported on Twitter. The fifth baseline is Regular EM, which was demonstrated to achieve better performance compared to four state-of-the-art truth discovery solutions in social sensing applications [32] .
In this work, we evaluate all compared algorithms by implementing them in a social sensing platform: Apollo system [28] . We developed the Apollo system to crawl tweets from Twitter platform and track the unfolding of the events in real-world based on the collected tweets. For example, the tracked real-world events include man-made disasters (e.g., civil unrest and terrorist attack) and natural disasters (e.g., hurricane and earthquake). Apollo system consists of two major components: data collection and data pre-processing.
• Data Collection Component: we specify keywords and/or geo-locations to collect tweets from Twitter. In particular, we use Twitter Search API to crawl tweets from a region where the event happened by specifying the geographic parameters (i.e., latitude, longitude, radius) to the API.
• Data Pre-processing Component: we cluster similar tweets into the same cluster by leveraging an improved K-Means clustering algorithm and a commonly used distance metric for social media data clustering: Jaccard distance [15] . Specifically, Jaccard distance is defined to measure the dissimilarity between two tweets. It is formally expressed as 1 − X ∩Y X ∪Y , where X and Y is the word set of each tweet, respectively. In our experiment, we first tokenize the tweets into individual words (removing special symbols and stopping words) and then compute the Jaccard distance between a pair of tweets. We implement a variant of K-means clustering algorithm that generated claim clusters based on the Jaccard distance we computed. Specifically, the clustering algorithm will break a cluster into to two if the diameter of the cluster (i.e., largest Jaccard distance between any two tweets in the cluster) is larger than a certain threshold (we used 0.1 in our experiment). Using the pre-processing results from the above steps, we can generate the Sensing Matrix SC by considering the each cluster of similar tweets as a claim (the statement of user's observations) and each user in Twitter as a data source. We construct SC Matrix by associating each source with his/her reported claims. Specifically, if source S i reports a tweet which belongs to claim/cluster C j , we set the element S i C j = 1.Ō therwise, we set S i C j = 0. The next step is to generate the Responsiveness Matrix R and Lifespan Vector L. For simplicity, we focus on the binary case here (i.e., K = 2, L = 2). In particular, we use the following heuristics to categorize the source responsiveness on a report and the lifespan of a claim. First, if the tweet is an original tweet (i.e., not a retweet), it is of high responsiveness. Otherwise it is of low responsiveness. This heuristic is motivated by the observation that the original tweet is generated before the retweets (hence representing a more responsive report of the event). Second, we define the lifespan of a claim (i.e., cluster) as the difference between the smallest and largest timestamp of tweets in a cluster, which can be easily computed. We then classify the lifespan of each claim into two categories: if it is less than the average lifespan of all claims, it is considered to be short, otherwise it is considered to be long. The above heuristic method are simple approximations to categorize the responsiveness of a source and the lifespan of a claim in real-world social sensing application. In our future work, we will further refine our categorization techniques on these time-sensitive information by exploring more comprehensive methods.
In our evaluation, we collect three real-world datasets from Twitter in the aftermath of recent disaster and emergency events: (i) Paris Shooting event (January, 2015) which caused 12 death and a large scale demonstration in France.
(ii) Boston Marathon bombings event (April, 2013) and subsequent shootings and manhunt events. (iii) Hurricane Sandy event (October, 2012) which is the second-costliest hurricane in United States history from New York and New Jersey. We summarize the statistics information of those data traces in Table 4 .
We feed each data trace to the Apollo system and run all the compared truth discovery algorithms. The output of these schemes was manually graded in each case to determine the credibility of the claims. Due to the limitations of man-power, we manually collected the ground truth of the top 100 ranked claims from each scheme using the rubric as follows:
• True claims: Claims that are statements of a social or physical event, which is generally observable by multiple independent observers and corroborated by credible sources external to Twitter (e.g., mainstream news media).
• Unconfirmed claims: Claims that do not satisfy the requirement of true claims. We also observe that unconfirmed claims may include the false claims as well as some possibly true claims which may not be able to be verified based on external sources independently. Hence, our evaluation provides pessimistic performance bounds on the estimation. Figure 2 presents the evaluation results on the Paris Shooting data trace. From this figure, we can observe that the TS-TD scheme outperforms all baselines in identifying more truthful claims while suppressing the unconfirmed ones. This significant performance gain is achieved by explicitly incorporating time information (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) into the truth discovery framework. For example, TS-TD scheme outperforms Regular EM by 17%. We also include the reference point called Raw, which indicates the average percentage of true claims in a random sample set of raw tweets. We can observe that TS-TD scheme is able to identify 37% more true claims as compared to the raw baseline.
The results above show the precision of the claims identified as true by different schemes. Another important metric is recall. However, this metric is extremely difficult to quantify exactly in our case studies because we have normally no efficient methods to exhaustively enumerate all truthful statements of an event in order to determine the exact fraction of the correctly reported ones. Moreover, the exact recall may not be of strong interests in real world applications since people may pay more attention to the milestones and key moments of an event rather than every possible detail. Therefore, we carry out experiments to evaluate an approximate recall metric that shows how newsworthy and important the top claims selected by different algorithms are. In particular, we independently collect 10 important events reported by mainstream news media (e.g., CNN, BBC) during the Paris Shooting and use them as ground truths. After that, we examine the top 100 ranked claims returned by each algorithm and check if the 10 important ground truth events were included in the top 100 ranked claims. In particular, if an important event can be found in the set of the top 100 claims returned by an algorithm, we denote it as a ''Match'' for that algorithm. Otherwise, we denote it as ''Missing'' (i.e., not match). Evaluation results are presented in Table 5 . We present the evaluation results of our proposed TS-TD scheme in comparison to the best compared baseline. From Table 5 , we can note that all 10 events match the top claims identified by our TS-TD approach while four of them are missing from the top claims returned by Regular EM baseline. This translates to a 40% improvement in the approximate recall achieved by the TS-TD scheme compared to the Regular EM.
We repeat the above experiments on the Boston Marathon Bombing data trace and Hurricane Sandy data trace. The evaluation results on Boston Marathon Bombing trace are presented in Figure 3 . In this figure, we consistently observe that the TS-TD scheme achieves the best performance compared to all baselines in increasing the number of true claims. Similar results are shown for the Hurricane Sandy trace in Figure 4 . The performance gains of the TS-TD scheme in these two cases are even more significant (i.e., identifying 20% more true claims than the Regular EM). For the newsworthy events coverage, collecting 10 media events on each case, we observe that the TS-TD found all 10 of them in the case of Boston Bombing and 8 in Hurricane Sandy, compared to 7 and 6 found by Regular EM. The performance improvements of TS-TD are achieved by explicitly modeling the source reliability at various degrees of source responsiveness and different levels of claim lifespan, which are two main time-sensitive features of the TS-TD scheme.
Finally, we evaluate the computational efficiency of the parallel TS-TD implementation discussed in Section VI. We implement the parallel TS-TD on a computer with Nvidia GeFore GPU (2496 cores and 1.25 GHZ for each core, 4GB memory). We compare the parallel TS-TD scheme with all baselines we discussed earlier. We run the baselines on a regular lab computer (4 cores and 2 GHZ for each core, 8GB memory). Table 6 presents the execution time required by all algorithms on three data traces. We observe that the TS-TD scheme runs several orders of magnitude faster than the nontrivial truth discovery schemes and also faster than the simple voting scheme. The efficiency of the parallel TS-TD scheme is achieved by leveraging the computation powers from thousands of cores on the GPU platform.
B. SIMULATION STUDY
In this subsection, we validate the confidence bounds of the TS-TD algorithm we derived in Section V. Since the confidence bounds evaluation needs a large number of experiments to generate statistically significant results, we carry out a simulation based study for this purpose. In our evaluation, we set the size of claim set |C| to 3000 where the numbers of true and false claims are equal. The size of source set |S| is set to 40. The average number of reported claims per source is set to 450. The dash lines in Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent the 90% and 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) of our estimation. They are computed based on Equation (19) . The goal of the evaluation is to see if the derived confidence bounds can correctly asses the accuracy of the parameter estimations by comparing the estimation results to the ground truth values. For example, given the 90% confidence bounds, we expect no more than 10% of parameters' ground truth values fall out of confidence intervals with high probability.
The evaluation results are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . From Figure 5 , we can observe that only 4, 4 and 3 out of 40 sources are outside the confidence bounds for the source reliability estimation (Figure 5(a) ), truth positives of claims ( Figure 5(b) ) and false positives of claims ( Figure 5(c) ), respectively. Since no more than 10% of ground truth values are out of 90% confidence intervals, the results demonstrate the correctness of our derived confidence bounds in correctly assessing the accuracy of estimation at this confidence level. Similarly, from Figure 6 , we can note that only 1, 2 and 2 out of 40 sources are outside the 95% confidence intervals for the source reliability estimation (Figure 6(a) ), truth positives of claims ( Figure 6(b) ) and false positives of claims ( Figure 6(c) ), respectively. Since no more than 5% ground truth values are out of the 95% confidence bounds, the results demonstrate the correctness of our derived confidence bounds at a different confidence level. We also vary the parameters of the simulation (e.g., number of sources, number of claims, number reports per source and ratio between true and false claims), the results are similar. We do not present the detailed results here considering the space limit.
VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Notwithstanding the promising results of TS-TD framework to address the problem of truth discovery in social sensing, there exist a few interesting directions for future research.
First, we did not study the case where the ground truths of claims change quickly over time. The authors have addressed dynamic truth discovery problem and presented a streaming approach to efficiently handle dynamic claims in [30] . These results can be readily integrated with the TS-TD approach to solve the time-sensitive truth discovery problem with dynamic claims. In particular, we will generalize the TS-TD model into a recursive TS-TD model, which can quickly update the model parameters based on the results computed in the previous time interval and the newly updated observations. The advantage of such extension is that the recursive TS-TD model does not need to run on the ever-increasing dataset every time new data arrive. This recursive feature would greatly improve the efficiency of our model in the dynamic claim scenarios. Due to the scope of this paper, we leave such extension for the future work.
Second, we assume source responsiveness and claim lifespan are independent features, which may not always be true in the real world applications. For example, sources are more likely to have high responsiveness if they make many claims with short lifespans and vice versa. Our model can be possibly generalized to handle the potential dependency between source responsiveness and claim lifespan. The key challenge to address is how to model the joint distribution of those two features and seamlessly integrate such joint distribution into the likelihood function. Once the dependency is properly modeled and built into the MLE framework, the remaining derivation of the solution should largely stay the same.
Last, we used Jaccard distance as the metric to cluster similar tweets into the same clusters (claims). To handle the negation words in the tweets that suggest negative meanings (e.g., ''Russian denied troop entered''), we adjusted the distance of two tweets if they only differ by the negation word (i.e., we assigned a higher weight to the negation word in the Jaccard distance function). However, the current approach is far from being perfect. For example, such an approach requires us to pre-collect a large bag of negation words that people use on social media. It might still fail in cases where people ''embed'' negative meanings in a tweet without explicitly using the negation words (e.g., using subjunctive sentence or sarcasms). We have started to explore more advanced clustering techniques that use NLP and text mining techniques (e.g., analyzing the semantics of tweet) to further improve the tweet clustering results.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the problem of truth discovery in social sensing by developing a scalable Time-Sensitive Truth Discovery (TS-TD) scheme. The proposed TS-TD scheme explicitly incorporates the time-sensitive information on both sources and claims (i.e., source responsiveness and claim lifespan) into a rigorous analytical framework. To assess the accuracy of the truth discovery results of the TS-TD scheme, we derive new confidence bounds based on Cramer-Rao lower bounds to accurately quantify the estimation errors. In addition, we develop a parallel implementation of TS-TD framework based on a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) platform with thousands of cores to improve the computational efficiency. Through three real-world case studies and a simulation study, we demonstrate that our TS-TD scheme are both effective and efficient. The results of the work lay out an analytical foundation to support effective and scalable truth discovery by exploiting time-sensitive information in large-scale social sensing applications.
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